Development of a Knudsen-type matrix coater for sample preparation for mass spectrometry imaging.
The use of time-of-flight secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) is of increasing interest for biological and medical applications due to its ability to provide chemical information on a submicrometer scale. However, the detection of larger biomolecules such as phospholipids and peptides is often inhibited by high fragmentation rates and low ionization efficiencies. One way to increase the secondary ion molecular yield is to chemically modify the surface using the matrix-enhanced SIMS approach, where an organic matrix is placed upon the surface. In this study, a Knudsen cell type matrix coater was developed in order to produce well-defined thicknesses of a matrix on a sample in order to study the effect of these matrix layers on the secondary ions. Using this technique, an order of magnitude enhancement of the useful ion yield for lipids was observed and clear enhancement of image contrast for lipids in brain tissue was demonstrated. The study shows that the layer thickness has a great influence on the emission of secondary ions, and therefore, its precise control is important for optimal yield enhancement.